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This book reproduces, with Notes and Bibliography, a set often lectures 
given at Rikkyo University, Tokyo, from April 1 to June 20, 1985, i.e. every 
Thursday of that interval except May 2 which belongs to the Golden Week. 
These lectures are concerned with an interpretation and a generalization 
of the genus theory of C. F. Gauss on binary quadratic forms in the language 
of arithmetic of algebraic groups, especially of algebraic tori. The theory of 
Gauss may be described as establishing an equality between a kind of “Euler 
number E(K/Q）”of a quadratic field K over Q and other arithmetical 
invariants of K. The definition of such an“Euler number”can easily be 
generalized to an arbitrary relative extension K/k of number fields and 
general arithmetic theory of tori, e.g. the theory of isogenies, class numbers, 
Tamagawa numbers, etc., furnishes us with tools to determine E(K/k). The 
proc回sis most successful when K/k is a cyclic Kummer extension. 
I wish to express my thanks to Mr. N. Aoki who took notes, to Ms. Y. 
Uchida who typed the manuscript and to Messrs. M. Endo, T. Arakawa and 
F. Sato who took the trouble to prepare the whole volume for print and 
thereby detected various mistakes which appeared in its original form. 
Last but not least, I express my thanks to President T. Takahashi of 
Rikkyo University and to Ms. K. Nakao in the office of International 
Exchange Programs of the University who made my visit possible. 
The Johns Hopkins University 
August 27, 1985 Takashi ONO 
NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS 
As usual, Z, Q, R, C are the integers, the rational numbers, the real 
numbers, the complex numbers, respectively. For a rational prime p, ZP, QP 
are the p-adic integers, p-adic numbers, respectively. We think of oo as the 
last prime and put Z00 = Q町＝R. For an associative ring R with 1, we denote 
by Rx the group of units, i.e. invertible elements of R. M"(R) is the ring of 
matrices of degree n over a ring R. We put GL"(R)=M"(RV. When R is 
commutative SL"(R) is the group of matrices in GL"(R) of determinant= 1. 
K is the algebraic closure of a field K. # Xis the cardinality of a set X. R ~ 
denotes the multiplicative group of positive real numbers. When k isan 
algebraic number field of finite degree over Q, we denote by kv the 
completion of k with respect to a valuation v of k; if vis discrete, we use often 
notation p for v and denote by o" the ring of p-adic integers in k". 
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Arithmetic of Algebraic Groups 
and its Applications 
(Dedicated to John Tate) 
by 
Takashi ONO 
I. Classes of Binary Quadratic Forms 
Consider a quadratic form 
f=ax2+bxy十cy2, a,b,cεZ. 
Assume that the discriminant L1 = b2 -4ac f= 0. One can write 
／χ＼ ( b/2¥ 
f(z)=1zFz with z=( ) , F=( I 
¥ y} ¥b/2 c } 
We introduce two equivalence relations ～and ,.t . Let g ＝α，x2+b〆xy+c'y
be another integral quadratic form with the matrix G. 
DEFINITION 1. 
f～9」Lg(z)=f(yz），ヨyεGLi(Z),
f ,.tg二二 g(z)=f(yz), ヨyεSLi(Z).
Obviously f :tg ＝争f～g,but the converse is not true. For example, put 
f =3x2+2xy+5y2, 






















We have L11=L19= -23・7.Since 1T打 ＝Gwith T＝（~ ?), we have／～g. If 
f ,.tg, there must be an integral matrix U with det U = 1 such that 
1UFU=F. Write U＝（お）， xu-yz= -1. From 1UF=FU-1, we get 
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（；：；：；）＝（コ：；ョ）
Eliminating u from the relations 





x2+ yz= 1. 
Eliminating y from the last relations, we have 
3x2+(2x+5z)z=3, i.e. (3x+z)2+14z2=9. 
If z = 0,then x = ±I and so 3y = ± 2,which is impossible. If z手0,then 
l 4z2::; 9 which is impossible, too. Hence fふgis not true. 
Let us recall some standard notions on quadratic fields.1 >Let m ( =/ 0,1) 
be a square－仕eeinteger and K=Q(J五）.Denote by LlK the discriminant of 
K. If we put 
w=fFm, 
l( +j"瓦）／2'
m三2,3 (mod 4), 
m三 1 (mod 4), 
then, I, w form the canonical basis of the ring oK of integers, oK =Z + 
Zw=[I, w]. We have 
d 也 l wl2 f4m, m三2,3 (mod. 4) 
K-I, ,1 -1 
11 w’I l m, m三 1 (mod. 4) 
where w' is the co町ugateof w. We denote by IK the group of (fractional) 
ideals of K, by PK the subgroup of IK of principal ideals. Furthermore, we 
put 


















m<O or m>Oヨεεo;, Nε＝ 1, 
m>O, Nε＝1, Vsεo;. 
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Next, we define the factor groups: 
HK=IK/PK, hK=# HK, 
Ht_ = I KlPt_ , ht_ = # Ht_ . 
Hence, ht_ = hK or 2hK by (1 ). hK is the class number of Kand ht_ is the class 
number of K in the narrow sense. We denote the equivalence of ideals 
mod PK (resp. mod Pt_) by a～b (resp.α;t, b ). 
An ideal a c oK is called primitive if it is not divisible by a natural 
number > 1.Such an ideal has the canonical basis: 
α＝［a, h+w], a=Nα，h (modα）． 
Furthermore, we have 
(2) 。IN(h+w).
Conversely, if a Z-module m =[a, h + w] in oK has the property (2), then m 
becomes an ideal and a, h + w form a generator of m as an OK-module: m = 
(a, h+w). When α＝［a, h+w] is an ideal and a=a1・a2,one verifies thatα＝ 
α1・α2where ai is the ideal [ai, h + w], i = 1,2. 
Back to quadratic forms, for a fixed quadratic field K, consider the set 
J b,cεZ, l 3)Q(LIK)= ¥J =ax2十bχy+cy2. ~ 
（’ L1 f= LIK (f >0 if LIK <O)j 
Since the equivalence ;t, makes sense in Q(LIK), we can consider the quotient: 。（LIK)= Q(LIK)/ ;t, 
THEOREM 1. There is a bijection iK: Ht_与。（LIK). 
Here, the map iK is the following. We agree to orient a basis of an ideal α＝ 
［α，Pl by the rule: 
{/ !}o 
↓ I~ ~： 1>0 
Then, iK is the one induced by ・ 
if m>O, 
if m<O. 
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r N（χα＋ yf3) 
αト→仁二一一一てで一一一一．
1'1α 
Remark 1. Note that for a primitive ideal α＝［a, h + w] this order of 
basis is the right one. It is useful to notice that 
(i) m三2,3 (mod. 4) 
白＝［a,h+w］ト→f0=ax2+2hxy+cy2,
h2-ac=iJx/4=m, 
(i) m三 1(mod. 4) 
α＝［a, h +w] ¥-> /0＝似2+(2h+ l)xy+cy2, 
(2h + 1)2-4αc=iJx=m. 
In particular, for α＝Ox=[l, w], we have 
｜；χ2-my2, m三2,3 (mod. 4) , 
J;K= iヲ（1-m）ヲ. I x斗χy ＋~y~ ， m三 1 (mod. 4). 
Remark 2. Thanks to ix, one can define a group structure in the set 
Q(LJx). Gauss (1801) defined directly a group structure in Q(LJx) (the 
composition theory of quadratic forms）引 Thenotion of ideals was in-
troduced by Dedekind (1871).5> 
Let us recall here an important theorem due to Kummer. Let K = Q(8) 
be an algebraic number field of degree n, eεOx and f(x) be the monic 
minimal polynomial for 8. Put 
。 。2 enー1 12 。，
(8')2 Wtー1
LJ(8) = 
1 e<1 1) ce<n 1))2 ce<nーl)t-1
Then we have iJ ( 8)= m( 8)2 iJ K• m( 8）εz. 
THEOREM 2.6> Let p be a rational prime such thαt p,f'm(8). If 
／三fr'・ ・ ・ J:g (mod. p), 
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f; being a monic poかnomialin Z[x], 1 ~三 i 三三 g, then 
p=p~I···p:•, 
where Pi is a prime ideal in K such that Pi= (p, f;( ()), deg Pi= degf;, 1 ~ i三9・
Example 1. m ＝一14三2(mod. 4). K=Q(w), w=J-=--14, L1K= -23・7. 
As for the Minkowski constant, we get 
MK＝~Ji:1J '=;0.63662×山76.
Since 2 and 3 are only rational primes三MK,one sees that Hi =HK (since 
m < 0) is generated by classes of prime factors p2, p3 of 2, 3, respectively. 
Notice that Ll(w) = L1K, i.e. m(w) = 1.
(i) p= 2.
f(x)=x2+ 14三x2 (mod. 2) 
Hence 2=p~ with p2=(2, w)=[2, w]. 
(i) p=3. 
f(x)=x2+14三x2-l=(x+l)(x-1) (mod. 3). 
Hence 3=p3p; with p3=(3, 1+w)=[3,1 +w]. 
p;=(3, -l+w)=[3, -l+w]=[3,2+w]. 
Since N(2 + w) = 22 + 14 = 18 = 2・32,we have 
I～（2+w)=[N(2+w), 2+w]=[2・32,2+w] 
= [2, 2 + w][3, 2 + w]2 = [2, w][3, 2 + w]2 
=P2(P~）2 
～P2P3-2 (since p3p~ ＝ 3 ～ 1) . 
Therefore, we have p~ ～ p2, i.e. HK isa cyclic group generated by the class of 
p3・
On the other hand, p~ = 2～l but hチ1.(If p2=(x+yw), then 2= 
N(x+yw)=x2+14y2, which is impossible.) Hence HK=Z/4Z and hi= 
hK=4. 
The bijectionな： H正当。（L1K)is induced by the following: 
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OK=[l, W] ~ f0K=X2+14y2 
p3=[3, 1 +w］ト→fv3=3x2 +2xy+5y2 
p~ ～ p2 = [2, w］ト→んz=2x2 + 7y2 







I. Genera of Binary Quadratic Forms 
Consider a rational quadratic form of n variables: 
fX1 ¥ 
f ＝乞五所χj=tχFχ， χ＝｜： ｜ 
iχn I 
F=1F=(f;)EMn(Q), detf=detF手0.
Let g=1xGx be another such form. For a group r, we can speak of the 
equivalence 
／ァg 二~ g(x)=f(yx），ヨyεr.
In Section I, we used I'=GL2(Z) and SLz(Z). In general, when we use I'= 
GL"(Z), GL"(Q), GLn(R), GL,.(Zp), GL,.(Qp), we write 
f旬、， g, f～g, f～g, f＇～g, f＇γg, 
Z Q R Zp Q 
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respectively. When we use r = SL"(Z), we write 
f :tg. 
Usually, we consider oo as the last rational prime and put Z00 = Q00 = R. So, 
when we write p, p = oo is included unless otherwise stated. 




The implication f～g=f～g istrivial, but, as we shall see later, the 
Z Zp 





When that is so, we say that f and g are in the same genus. Since 
1;g埠 f勾g,a genus consi 
n = 2,consider the quotient spaces: 
Q(Ll K) = Q(Ll K) I :., = Q(Ll K) I L，。（LIK) = Q(Ll K) Iぉ．
I Z I I 
Gauss characterised f-::, g by “characters”.2l By virtue of the bijection iK: 
H；与。（LIK) (Section I, Th. 1 ), those “characters”become characters of the 
group H;. For each p, the“character”is a map 
れ： Q(LlK）ー →｛± l} 
such that 
f ;,g = t/lp(f）＝九（g).








??、 、 ? ，，??， ． 、 、
if ax2 + by2 = z2 has a solution 
(x, y, z) =I (0, 0, 0) in Q~ , 
otherwise. 
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This pairing induces a non-degenerate, symmetric, bilinear map 
Q; /(Q;)2×Q; /(Q;)2 －→｛ ± 1}. 
Furthermore, we have 
PROPOSITION 1. 
(i) （α，b)<Xl = 1ザα＞0or b>O. 
(i) For p手2,oo, write a=pau, b=pPv，α，FεZ, u, v E Z; . Then 
州 ＝（~JP ( ~ )p( f J 





U三 1(mod. 4) 
U三 3(mod. 4), 
U三 1,7 (mod. 8)
U三 3,5 (mod. 8). 
（同日（a,b)p= 1, a,bεQ x. 
p 
(v) For a, bεQ;, put k=Qp(Jb). Then 
（α，b)p= I恒＝草α＝Nk/Qp(c）， ヨcεk×
(vi) （α，－a)P= 1，αεQ;. 
Now,forfεQ(AK），αεQ; we write 
f Q;α (f representsα） 
when f (x0, Yo）＝α，（xo, Yo）εQ;. 
PROPOSITION 2. Given fεQ(AK), （α，AK)p does not depend onαsuch 
thatfζα 
In fact, since we are dealing with the field QP, we may assume that f = Ax2 + 
By2, A, BεQ;. Iff~α， then Ax6 + By6 ＝α，（xo, Yo）εQ;, and so 
(Ax0)2 + ABy6 ＝αA, or （αA)x2 + ( -AB)y2 = z2 
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has a solution (1, y0, Ax0）手（0,0, 0). Since L1K= -4AB, we have 1 = 
（αA, L1K)p＝（α，L1 K)p(A, L1 K)p which implies that （α，L1K)p=(A, L1K)p, Q.E.D. 
This makes the following definition possible. 





Since f ,.tg implies f～g and then f～g, f→αif and only if g→α. Hence 
Zp Qp Qp 
わ(f）＝内（g).Therefore we may view t/Jp as a function on Q(L1K). We only 
state the following important result: 
THEOREM 2.4l For f, gεQ(LJ K), 
(i) l/J 00(/) ＝ψ00(g) = 1 andf～θ， 
z国
(i）れ（／）= ijJp(g) = 1 and f ;:,g, when p,j' L1K 
(ii) l/Jp（／）＝ψp(θ）φf乙g,when p I L1K. 
In view of Definition 1, this implies the following 
THEOREM 3. L訂正9εQ(L1K)・ We have 
J~g = l/Jp(f）＝わ（g) v p.
THEOREM 4. 
が（Q(LIK))=2'-1'
where t means the number of distinct prime factors of L1K. 
This follows form Theorem 2, Theorem 3 and Proposition 1, (iv). Let iK be 
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THEOREM 5. Xpおacharacter ザtheideal class group H "i(. 
In fact, take any class ［α］εHi, where α＝［α，h + w], the canonical basis of 
primitive ideal α（cf. Remark 1 in Sect悶 1I)・Since/0 Qa = Nα，we have 
χp（［α］）二九（／0)=(a,L1K)p=(Nαヲ LJK)p.
If bε［α］， then b＝（ρ）α，Nρ＞0, hence Nb =NρNα. By Proposition 1, (v) we 
have (Nα，L1 K) P = (Nb, L1 K) P' which proves our theorem. 
Let us de白r a subgroup GK of Hi by 
GK= nKer Xp. 
p 
Since 
α三b(mod. GK）ー＝＝＝Xp（α）＝Xp(b) Vp 
一ー九（ん）＝ψp（ん） Vp 
－一fa符 fb,
the bijection iK: H正当。（L1 K) induces the bijection 
H"i(/GK～Q(LJK). 
GK iscalled the group of principal genus. Call h ! the order of GK・ h ! isat the 
same time equal to the number of classes in an arbitrary genus. 
21ー1
h1( 
Theorem 4 yields 
THEOREM 6. h"i( =h1(・21-1. 
THEOREM 7. GK=(Ht}2. 
H"i( 
GK 
Here, GKコ（H"i()2 is trivial. To see GK c (H n2' take an ideal class ［α］εGK. 
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Since fa～ん foral p, we have fa～f0 . For oriented basis α＝［α，/3], OK= 
Zp K u Q 'K 
[1, w], we have 
fa N(xα＋ y/3) K ，＝一τ ァ一一， f0.,=N(x+ yw). 
- l'I/α 日
Let yεQ x be a number represented by both offa andf0K. Thus, (N ~）／（N白）＝
NI'/ for some C，りεKx and so Nα＝Np>O， ρ ＝~／ηε Kx. We have 
N（αρ一1)= 1.Since we are dealing with the ideal classes in the narrow sense, 
we may assume from the beginning that N白＝1. Let now p, q be typical 
prime ideals of K such that 
(i) p=pp', p手p'(p' being the conjugate of p), 
(i) q = q or q2 ( q’＝q in this case) 
and let 
α＝TI pap'b TIqc 
the prime decomposition of α. Since 
l=Nα＝日Pa+ b TIqec , e = i or2 , 
we must have a+ b = 0 and c = 0. In order words, 
白＝TIpa(p')-a～TIPγ＝（TI pa)2 = b2 , Q.E.D. 
Example 1. Notation being as in Example of Section I. L1K=4m = 
-23 ・7 (m= -14). Since hK=4 and t=2, we have hk_=2. This means that 
Q(L1K) consists of two genera and each genus consists of two classes. 
Since Ht is a cyclic group (of order 4) generated by (class of) p3, the 
principal genus GK= (H t)2 consists of OK and p~ and the coset p3GK makes 
up the other genus. Note that 
foK=x2+14y2符ん32～fv2=2x2+1y2,
fv3 = 3x2 + 2xy + 5y2おん3～ん，＝3x2+4xy+6y2.
The form g = 3x2 -2xy + 5y2 is in Q(L1 K), too. As we saw in Section I, g isnot 
in the class offv3. But, since, both g and｝ムrepresent3 over Q, g belongs to 
the genus of jムandso to the class of p ~～ぱ
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Q(LJK) K=Q(.j士耳）
Example 2. Using Theorem 6, one can find a quadratic field which has 
a big class number. Let m = 1 -2225三 1(mod. 4). Since w = (1 + J耳）／2,we 
have Nw = (1-m)/4 = 2223 where 223 is prime. -m is square幽freeand 
decomposes into primes as follows. 
-m=222s _ 1 
=7・31・73・151・601・631・1801・23311・100801・115201 
×617401・10567201・134820675113861369826299351 .5> 
Since L1K=m, we have t= 14 and hK=213h'f. Consider the ideal α＝ [2, w]. 
One sees easily thatα＋ 1.
Now，α223 = [2, w ]23 = [2223, w] = [ Nw, w］～l which implies that 
223 j h'f. Hence hK is a multiple of 213×223= 1826816. 
II. A Generalization of Genera 
One can generalize the notion of the genus unlimitedly. We first need an 
algebraic group.1> Let Q be a universal domain containing Q.2> A subgroup 
GcGL"(Q) is called an algebraic group (defined) over Q if there is an 
algebraic set Ac M"(Q) = Q"2 over Q such that G =AハGL/Q).G=GL"(Q) 
is an algebraic group over Q. In particular, G=GL1(Q)=Q×＝Gm is such a 
group. If R is a commutative subring of Q with lεR, we have the group 
GL,,(R)=M,,(R）×＝｛xεM,,(R); det(x）εRx}. 
With an algebraic group G over Q we can associate a group G(R) = 
GnGL,,(R). Important cases are R=C, R, Q, Z, QP, ZP・WhenQ is of 
Arithmetic of Algebraic Groups and its Applicat10ns 13 
characteristic p > 0,we can speak of algebraic group G over some subfield k 
of Q, usually k =Fq, a fir山efield with q elements, q being a power of p. For a 
group G over Q, we have the following descriptions: 
G(R) =real Lie group (locally compact) 
G(Z) =discrete subgroup of G(R) 
G(Qp) = p-adic Lie group (locally compact) 
G(Zp) =open compact subgroup of G(Qp). 
DEFINITION 1. Let f, g be polynomial maps: Q＂→Qm defined over Q 
and G c GL"(Q) be an algebraic group over Q. Then, 
f：芯g」三今f～g and f～ g' Vp. 
G G(Q) G(Zp) 




is commutative for some yεG(R). 
Remark 1. f ～ g＝ 寺 fロ己g 
G(Z) G 
Therefore a genus defined by the relation符 consistsagain of certain 
G 
number of classes defined by the relation ゐ
Remark 2. The reader must notice that there is an inconsistency in the 
old definition of class and genus for quadratic forms. Namely in Section I 
we defined／をgand／吋 by
(i) f :tg ＝ー f～ g,
Z SLn(Z) 
(i) J-::;g = f ～ g Vp=f勾 9・
GLn(Zp) GLn 
From the point of view of algebraic groups, we prefer to use one algebraic 
group instead of SL" and GL" above. We shall use SL" in view of the 
following 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f, g be non-singular quadratic forms of n variables 
14 T. ONO 
over Q. Then we have 
f 官己 g= f官己 g ・
GLn SLn 
Proof ( =) istrivial. To prove ( ＝争）， we need a lemma: 
LEMMA. If f isa non-singular quadratic form of n variables over Q, 
O(f)(Q) and O(f)(Zp) (V p) contain matrices of determinant -1. (Note that 
O(f)(Z) = 0 + (f)(Z) wnen f = 3x2 + 2xy + 5y2. See the first example in 
Section I.) 
Proof of Lemma.3l Since Q and Z00=Q00=R are fields, the lemma is 
obvious. So, assume that p手o.Since lf(x) IP is continuous on the compact 
set zn it attains the maximum at x=x，.εzn: u p. 
If（χ。）IP= sup lf(x) IP. 
xez;; 
Clearly, f(x。）手0.Let (x, y) be the inner product defined by 
2くx,y)=f(x+y)-f(x) f(y) 















???、 ． ， ， ，?， ，?? 、 χεQ;. 
We have detσ＝ -1. We shall show thatσεO(f)(Zp). Since cr2=1, it is 
enough to show thatσ（Z;)<;;Z;. Now for xεz;, we have 
I 2(x0, x) IP壬sup(lf(x+ Xo) IP' lf(x) IP' lf(xo) IP) 
= lf(xo) IP, 
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or 12くx0,x)/f(x。）Ip三land soσcz;) s;z;. Q.E.D. 
Proof of(=). Notice first that f~g ＝争detf=<let g. Hence g = fy P' 
GLn 
YpεGL"(Zp), <let yP= ± 1,V p. When <let yP= I, we can adjust yP by Lemma 
so that <let y P= + 1.Hence f：符9・Sincequadratic forms satisfy Hasse 








Back to a general algebraic group G over Q, the associated adele group 
is given by 
G（イ）＝G(R）×口 G(Qp)
pヲと∞
where日rmeans the restricted direct productρThus, 
x = (xo, ... ' xp，・・）εG(A)
ニ三。xPεG(Qp) V p ( =oo) and xPεG(Zp) V' p. 
(V'p骨 foralmost al p骨 foral but a finite number of p) 
Put 
G(A)00 = G(R）×日 G(Zp)
P* o
and topologize G(A) so that G(A)00 is an open subgroup. Since G(R) is 
locally compact and TI G(ZP) is compact, G（イ） becomes locally compact. 
P手田
The subgroup G(Q) of G can be embedded in G（イ） diagonally (i.e. 
x←→（x, ・ ・ ・,x, ・ ・ ).Since G(Q）ハG（札＝G(Z), G(Q) is discrete in G（イ）．
It is well-known that the set 
G(Q)¥G（イ）／G(A)00
of double cosets is finite (Borel, 1963).5> We put 
hG＝岸（G(Q)¥G(A)/G(A)00) , 
the class number of G. 
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where the latter being an algebraic subgroup of G defined over Q. For 
gεタG(f)there are tεG(Q) and uεG(A)0 such that g = f-t, g = f-u. Then we 
havef=ftu-1 and s=tu-1 belongs to G(f)(A). 
THEOREM 1. Notation being as above, 
(1) the map匂］←→［s]is well-defined from九(f)to G(f)(Q)¥G(f）（イ）／
G(f)(A)00’ 
(2) the map is injecti陀．
(3) If hG = 1, then the map is swjective and we get the identification 
~ G(f) = G(f)(Q)¥G(f)(A)/G(f）（イ）∞・
Proof With obvious notation, (1) and (2) mean that 
制＝［グ］ = [s］＝［ゲ］．
(=) [g]=[g＇］＝争g'=gv, vεG(Z). 
Hence, 




s'=tν1 = ( tIv1 t 1 )(tu j )( uvu I 1）εG(f)(Q )sG(f）（イ）∞’
i.e. [s'] = [s]. 
（〈＝）［ゲ］= [s］＝吋＇＝ αsb， αεG(f)(Q), bεG(f)(A)00・





We must show that uεG(Z). In fact, 
s〆＝asb＝争t'u'1=atu一lb'
i.e. 
t -1 a 1 t'= u -1 bu' = vεG(Q) n G(A)0 = G(Z) . 
We have then [g']=[g]. 
(3) Assume that hG = 1.Consider any element [s] of G(f)(Q)¥G(f)(A)/ 
G(f)(A)0・SinceG(f)(A) c G（イ）= G(Q)G(A)0 by the assumption, we can 
write 
S=(U-l, （εG(Q), uεG(A)0・
Put g =ft, i.e. g～工 Onthe other hand, since s EG(f) A), we have g =Ju, 
G(Q) 
i.e. g～f Therefore we have g定 f,i.e. gεれ（／）.Itis obvious that [g］ト→［s],
G(.4)00 G 
which proves (3 ).
Example 1. Let/ be a non-singular quadratic form over Q. It can be 
shown that hsL" = 1 (cf. Section IV). Therefore 
タsd刀ニダSLn(f)I～ =0：（刀（Q)¥o:c刀（A)/O:(f)(A)0 
/ SLn(Z) 
since G(f) = ｛σεSLn;f1σ＝／｝ = 0 n+(J). 
IV. Class Number of Algebraic Groups 
The class number of an algebraic group G over Q isdefined by 
hG＝岸（G(Q)¥G(A)/G（イ）∞）
We shall consider simple examples for which hG= 1. 
(i) G=Ga=Q. As a matrix group, G is described as 
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、 ，










which is a unipotent group. 
(i) G=Gm=Qx =GL1(Q) is a torus . 
(ii) G = SLz(Q) is the simplest example of a semi-simple group. 
(i) G=Ga・Inthis case, G(A)=A,1> G(Q)=Q and a fundamental 
domain for Q¥A is 
F=[O, 1）×日 zp. 
p手∞
From this follows that ha= 1 and that Q¥A is compact. 
(i) G=Gm・Inthis case, G(Q)¥G(A)/G(A)0 =Ax /Q×d二whichis 
isomorphic to the ideal class group of Q, i.e. ha= hQ = 1.2> Consider the norm 
(volume) map: 
I I: Axー →R:
given by lxl ＝日lxPIP'x＝（・・・，xP，.・）.Put 
A（ぎ｛xεd×；lxl= l}. 
Then by the product formula Q x c A ( and A ×／A 内 Rby x I--> log 1x1. 
From Ax =Qx Aふitfollows that A ( = Q x Aム1where 
Aムi=A；ハA二＝｛±1｝×日z;.
P* o 
As a fundamental domain for At /Q we can take 
F={l｝×日z;
pヲ企∞
and it follows that A ( /Q is compact. 
(ii) G=SL2(Q). We begin with a general lemma: 
LEMMA 1. Let G=NH be a semi-direct product of an algebraic group 
Gover Q with N normal. If hN=hH= 1, then ha= 1.
In fact, 
G(A) = N(A)H(A) = N(A)H(Q)H(A)00 
=H(Q)N(A)H（イ）0=H(Q)N(Q)N(A)00H(A）正＝G(Q)G(A)00’ 
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which shows that hG= 1.
We apply Lemma 1 to the group 
¥I a U I I 
B＝）しょ1);aEQx,cεQ(cSL2(Q)





















、 、 、 ?
?












By (i), (i) we have hN=hH= 1. Hence, by Lemma I, we have hB= 1.To show 
that hG = 1, it is enough to show that, for p # o, 
、?． ． ?，???
，， ， ?． ． ． ?、 、 G(Qp)=B(Qp)G(Zp). 
In fact, applying ( *)for p司componentof x=(x00’.. ・, xP ，・・）εG(A),we 
have 
Xp=bpyp, bpεB(Qp), YpεG(Zp). 
Therefore 
x=(I, -,bP, ・ ・ ・)(x0, ・ ・ -,yP, ・ ・）εB(A)G（イ）∞・
Since hB = 1, we have 
B(A)G(A)0 = B(Q)B（イ）ro G(A) ro c; G(Q )G（イ）∞’
or 
G(A) = G(Q)G(A )0’ 
i.e. hG = 1.
Proof of(*). Take any 
）?
?
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（？；）（：十G~JεB(Qp) with （~ -~） ε G(Zp). 
So we may assume that a# 0,b手0.Put a=p"u, b=pμv, u, vεz;. 
Multipfying （~ -6) if necessary, we may assume that v.:;,μ. Then, we have 
(p:u p;v)(u~1 一 p:-vv) =C：~l p~ ＂） EB(Qp) 
with 
（~ -p:-"v)EG(Zp), 
which completes the proof of ( * ).
Remark 1. The argument of (ii) can be generalized to prove that 
hG= 1 for G=SL" and G=GL,.. 
In case G=SL2, a fundamental domain for G(Q)¥G(A) is given by 
F=F× TI G(Zp) 
p本 00
where Fis a fundamental domain for G(Z)¥G(R) to be determined. Let G(R) 
act on the upper half plane ~ by the rule 
az+b f b¥ 
z＝一一一， χ＝I ~. lεG(R). 
cz+d' ¥c d} 
The action is transitive and the isotropy group at iε~is 
K={xεG(R); xi=i}=02+(R) 
which is a maximal compact subgroup. We have 
G(R)/K勾~·
Actually G(R）／｛士I}acts on b effectively. 
Let D be the standard fundamental domain for G(Z)¥b. Call φthe map 
X』→xi,xεG(R). Then we can use 
F =a fundamental domain for ｛士1｝＼ゆ i(D).
Later we need the area of D. Take the usual non-euclidean metric 
























? ?）?，?? ?（?? ?
The volume element w is 
．?
?????〈??，????
Then, we have 




Let GcGL"' G'cGL＂’be connected algebraic groups over Q and f: 
G→G' be a homomorphism over Q. It is useful to know that f can be 
described as 
f(x)=(detx)"P(x), vεZ, P(x): a polynomial map over Q , 
x=(x；）εMn(Q). For R=Q, QP, A,finduces a mapfR: G(R）→G’（R). For 
any extension k of Q, kc Q, we can speak of homomorphisms over k. In 
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particular a (rational) character ~： G→G'", i.e. a homomorphism (over Q) of 
G in GL1 is important. Characters form naturally an additive group 
(character module): 
G=Hom(G, Gm) 
which is Z-free of finite rank. It can be shown that each tεG isdefined over 
Q. Hence G gets a structure of a g = Gal(Q/Q)-module. The submodule 
formed by C’s invariant under the action of g isdenoted by 
G(Q)=(G)9. 
Given a character CεG(Q), we can consider the sequence: 




By the product formula, we have G(Q)cG(A)1・Wehave 
G(A)/G(A)1完－：，R'Q, rQ=rankG(Q). 
It is known (Borel, 1963) that 
I w< + oo 
~ G(Q)¥G(A) 1 
where w isa Haar measure of the locally compact group G（イ）1.1>Actually, 
G(A )1 is unimodular in the sense of integration theory on topological 
groups. As for the compactness, 
G(Q)¥G(A)1 iscompact 
骨 anyunipotent element of G(Q) is contained in the 
radical of G(Q).2> 
In particular, when G is semi-simple, 
G(Q)¥G(A )1 is compact 
特例Q)has no non-trivial unipotent element. 
This is a generalization of the following statement on quadraic forms over Q 
of n （三3)variables : 
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0 ,7(f)(Q)¥O ,7(f)(A) is compact 骨、(f)=O
4争“月x)=Oφx=Ofor xεQ" ", 
23 
where vQ(f) means the Witt index off overQ. Finally, note that G(Q)¥G（イ）1
is compact when G is abelian because G(Q) is its own radical. 
In Section IV we considered simple examples for which hG = 1. Here, we 
shall consider the general case. Let G be any connected algebraic group in 
GL11 defined over Q. Recall that 
h=hG＝が（G(Q)¥G(A)/G(A)0).
Let 
G(A)= L G(Q）χ;G（イ）∞’ χEεG(A),
1= 1 
be the decomposition into double cosets. We want to determine a fundamen-
tal domain for G(Q)¥G(A). We first determine a fundamental domain for 
G(Q)¥G(Q)x;G(A )0・ForxεG(A) put 
I'x=G(Q) n xG(A)00x-1 cG(R). 
In particular, for x=e, we have 
I'e=G(Q) n G(A)0 =G(Z). 
r xisdiscrete in G(R) for al xεG(A) and r X're are commensurable each 
other: 
叫 んite
Let Fx be a fundamental domain for I'x¥G(R) and put 
Fx=Fx×日 χPG(Zp）χ；1， χ＝（xp)
pi' 0 
Then Fx isa fundamental domain for G(Q)¥G(Q)xG(A)00x 1 and hence f、x
is a fundamental domain for G(Q)¥G(Q)xG（イ）0.Doing this for al repre-
sent.atives X;, 1 ~i~h, we obtain a fundamental domain 
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F= I, Px；χa 
for G(Q)¥G(A). 
From this it follows that 
G(Q)¥G(A) is compact 
骨 rx;¥G(R) is compact for al i 
骨 G(Z)¥G(R)is compact. 
Since G(Q)¥G(A) is not even of volume finite, we need to modify above 
argument. 
LEMMA 1. G(A)=G(A)1G(A)0・
Since G(A )1 is a normal subgroup of G(A) and G（イ）0is an open 
subgroup in G(A), G(A)/G(A)1G(A)0 is discrete. On the other hand, 
G(A )/G(A )1 ~芯R勺 is connected and hence G(A) = G(A )1G(A )0・ Q.E.D.
By Lemma 1, we can write 
G(A）＝ヱG(Q)xiG(A)0’ χiεG(A)1・
We have 
G(A)1 = L G(Q）χiG(A)1,o 
i= I 
where G(A )1,0 =G(A)1ハG(A)0.
Now, put 
G(R)1笠｛xεG(R);I ~（x) /0 = 1, V 作成Q)}.
Then, we can verify that 
(i) G(A)1,0=G(R)1× TI G(Zp), 
p手。。
(i) G(R)/G(R)1 ;:;R叱 rQ=rankG(Q). 
Putting, as before, 
I'x=G(Q）ハxG(A)1,00x1, xεG(A)1’ 
we can prove that 
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G(Z)¥G(R)1 is compact 
<o> I' x,¥G(R) is compact 
骨 G(Q)¥G（イ）1is compact 
φany unipotent element of G(Q) is contained in 
the radical of G(Q). 
We also have: 
I I 3) ｜ ω∞＜＋∞ー一｜ w"<+oo. 
• G(Z)¥G(R)i J G(Q)¥G(.4.)i 
VI. Group of Units 
25 
Let G be a connected algebraic group over Q. It is known that the group 
G(Z) of units is finitely generated.1) We need occasionally the following Levi司
Chevalley decomposition of G :2) 
where 
G=NTS, 
N =the unipotent radical of G, 
R=NT=the radical of G, 
H = TS= a reductive group, 
T=a torus=the identify component of the center of H, 
S =a semi-simple group= the commutator group of H. 
Furthermore, G =NH isa semi開directproduct with N normal and T×S→H 
defined by (t, s）←→ts is an isogeny, i.e. a suりectivehomomorphism with 
finite kernel. As for the uniqueness, let G =NT' S’＝NH' be another such 
decomposition. Then, H’is conjugate to H by an element of N(Q). 
Accordingly, T', S’are conjugate to T, S, respectively. Hence the decom-
position is unique up to isomorphisms over Q. 
One proves that G(Z）コN(Z)T(Z)S(Z)and the latter has a finite index 
in G(Z). In this section, we shall mainly consider a torus and obtain the 
number of generators of T(Z). But，自rst,when N=G., we have N(Z)=Z, a 
group of one generator. A general unipotent group N has a semi-direct 
decomposition N = N' ・ H’where N’is normal and dim H’＝ 1. Hence the 
structure of N(Z) is determined inductively. Let now T be a torus over Q. 
The unique maximal compact subgroup K of T(R) is given by 
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Kぎ ｛xET(R); I ~（xHx, = 1,V ~ε T(R)}. 
We put rQ=rank T(Q), r 0 =rank T(R). 
Then, we have T(R)/K～R'00. If we put 
T（イ）K~K×日 T(Zp),
pヲと∞
this becomes a compact subgroup of T(A ).The following picture explains 



















One obtains from this the following theorem which generalizes Dirichlet’S 
unit theorem in algebraic number theory. 
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THEOREM 1. T(Z）氾zroo YQ×w.3> 
Let us describe now how the original Dirichlet’s theorem follows from 
Theorem 1. 
Let K be an algebraic number field over Q of degree n. Let oK be the ring 
of integers of K and w1, ・ ・ ,wn be a basis of oK・Considerthe regular 
representation x←→P(x) of K using this basis: 
(xw1，・・・，XWn)=(W1，・・・，w,,)P(x),
where P(x）εM,.(Q), xεK. Extending scalars from K to Q, consider the set 
A= {P(x）εM,.(Q); X= LX;WロX；εQ}
which is a subalgebra of M,.(Q) defined over Q. Put 
T=AハGL,.(Q).
As we see soon, T becomes a torus defined over Q. Since A(Q)=K 
(identification by P), we have T(Q) = K× and T(Z)=o;. 
In general, let K/k be a finite separable extension and V be a variety 
defined over K. Then, in almost al cases, we can find a variety W defined 
over k such that dim W=[K: k] dim Vand Wk~ VK・Theassociation V→Wis 
functorial and written: W = RK;k( V) (Weil functor).4> Applying this to V = 
Gm/K, we have T=RK;Q(Gm). 
The character module tis described as follows. Let w~k>, 1 三 k~n, be 
二onjugatesof W;. For x=x1w1 + ・ ・ +x,,w,,, X；εQ, put 
χ（k)=X1Wlk）＋.・ ＋ x,,w~，k)
fhen, (kεT isdefined by 
む（P(x))= x<kl , P(x）εT. 
[t can be seen that (1, ・ ・, (,,form a basis of T, a free module of rank n. Since 
((1 ＋－－－＋ι）（P(x)) = (1 (P(x）・ • (,,(P(x)) 





by identification by P. On the other hand, a仇era suitable change of order, let 
~1, ・ ・ -, ~，， embed Kin Rand let ~，1+1, ~，， + 1, ・ ・-, ~＂ +,2, ~，， +,2 embed Kin C 
(not in R). Then we have 
T(R）＝｛~1 ，・・・，~＇＇＇ ~r,+1 ＋ ~r1+l ，・· ・' ~r1 +r2 + ~r1 +rJ ・ 
We have therefore shown that rQ=rank T(Q)= 1 and r=rank T(R)=r1 +r2. 
Theorei;n 1 implies that 
COROLLARY l (Dirichlet). o ~ ~ Z'' +r2ー 1×w.
VII. Reduction Modulo p 
Let G be a connected algebraic group over Q. We denote by G<P> the 
algebraic group defined over FP=Z/pZ obtained by reduction mod.p. For 
almost al p, G<P> is just defined by a system of polynomials reduced mod. p of 
the defining system of polynomials for G with coefficients in Q. Let 
G=NTS 
be a Levi-Chevalley decomposition of G explained in Section VI. Then we 
have a similar decomposition 
G<P>=N<P>T<P>s<P> for V'p. 
Since the number of rational points over FP is unchanged by an isogeny, we 
get 
# ( GPl(Fp)) ＝岸（N<P>(Fp）岸（T<P>(Fp）岸（S<Pl(Fp))
for almost al p. 
(i) N (unipotent). # (N<P>(Fp)) = pdimN 
(i) T (torus). 
Let T＝くと1,.・ 1 ~d> and let K/Q be a finite galois extension such that T= 
T(K). We obtain an integral representation of degree d: g→GLiZ), g= 
Gal(K/Q), by 
(;}M（吋：） σεg
Choose p such that r<P> remains a torus and pis unramified for K/Q. Call σp 
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(pis a prime ideal in K dividingp) the Frobenius substition in g for p. Then it 
can be shown that 
が（T＜同（Fp))= det(p ・Id -M（σp)), V'p.1> 
(ii) G=SL2・Inthis case, we have G<P> = SL2 for al p. # (SLz(Fp)) = 
p(p2 -1). 
In general, we define : 
#(G<P>(Fv)) 
μp(G)=p日 .！：.！..
(i) N (unipotent). μp(N) = 1 for V’p. 




where LP(s, Xr) is the p幽componentof Artin’s L司functionassociated with the 
representation g→GLd(Z). 
(ii) G=SL2・μp(SL2)=1-p 2. 
Note that fl μp(SL2) = 1/((2) = 6／π2_ 
p 
We want to generalize this last property for any semi-simple groups. So, 
let G be a connected semi”simple algebraic group defined over Q with d= 
dim G ~ 3. For the moment, we take C for Q. Hence the Lie algebra g of G is
a complex semi-simple Lie algebra defined over Q. Call G0 the identity 




Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of G0 and f be its Lie algebra. Let B: 
g×g→C be the Killing form defined by 
B(X, Y)=tr(adX・ad Y). 
B induces on g0 the orthogonal decomposition: 
9o=f+f.L' 
where Bis <0 on f and >0 on f.L. Therefore Bis <0 on 
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U=f+.J三1f上
Let U be the connected Lie group c G corresponding to u. U is compact 
semi-simple and is called a compact form of G0. U is a maximal compact 
subgroup of G. 
Letb.,O~三 V 三三 d, be Betti-numbers of U. We know that b。＝bd=1, bl= 
bd 1 =0, b2 =bd-i =0, b3 =bd 3 >0. As for the Poincare polynomial of U, we 
know that 
P(U; t)= L bvtv＝日（1+ t2a；ー 1)' 
v=O i=O 
where l =rank of U =dimension of a maximal torus of U =dimension of a 
Cartan subalgebra of g. Note that q三2,1三isl,because b1 =b2 =0. 
Example 1. G = SL2・Then,we have 
g = sli(C) = {XεM2(C); tr X=O}, 
G。＝SL2(R),
g。＝sli(R)={XεMi(R); tr X=O}, 
K=02+(R)={xεGL2(R); 1x x= 12ラdetx=l}, 
¥( 0 b¥ l 
f={XEM2(R); 1X +X=O｝ ＝ ~I ); bεR(, ハ－b OJ I 





、 、 ? ．







?? ， ? 、
．?， ， ? 、? ?
? ??
u=f+.J-=1f_j_={XEM2(C); 1X+X=O, trX=O} 
and 
U=SU2={xεGLi(C); I疋x=1, detx= l}. 
Since U-;:;:,S3 (3”sphere), we have P( U; t) = 1 + t3, b0 = b3 = 1,b1=b2=0, l = 1,
a1 =2. T=S1 (circle) is a maximal torus of U and U/T=S3/S1 =S2 (Hopf 
fibration). 
Now, we introduce the Chevalley group.2> Let g be a complex semi-
simple Lie algebra with n =dim g. It is known that g has a basis (called 
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Chevalley bas凶）for which al structure constants C~i are integers. Using such 
a basis, Autg can be embedded in GL" as an algebraic group over Q. G= 
(Aut g)0, the identity component, is called a Chevalley group. For every 
connected semi-simple algebraic group G over Q, G/center becomes a Q-
form of a Chevalley group G, i.e. G/center is isomorphic with G over Q. 
Let us determine μp(G) for almost al p. As before, put G0 =the identity 
component of G(R), U =a compact form of G0・Fixinga Cartan subalgebra 
of the Lie algebra of G, denote by N the number of positive (negative) roots, 
by W the Weyl group. For each wεW, put 
N(w）＝再｛α＞0 (positive roots); w（α）＜0} 
We have n = l + 2N, l being the dimension of the Cartan subalgebra. A 
maximal torus T of U has dimension /,too. It is known that 
、． ． ． ?
?，?
??， ，
?? 、 、 #(G(P)(Fp))=(p-l)lpN L PN(w)' 
weW 
(2) P(U/T;t)= L t2N(w)=(t2-1) 1fl(t2a'-1). 
、veW i= 1 
From (1), (2), putting t=.J p, we have 
(3) #(G(P)(Fp))=pN fl (pa' 1). 
i= 1 






n =dim U = 2 I a;-I , i.e. I a;= (n ＋り／2=N+I 
•= 1 i= 1 
as n = l + 2N. Hence, (3) implies that 
が（G(P)(Fp)) I 
(4) μp(G）＝一一寸一一二日（1-p-a')' V’p. 
. p i= 1 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected semi-simple algebraic group over Q. 
Then日μp(G) is absolutely conve培ent.
p 
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Proof (Outline.) 
Case 1. Assume that G isisogenous to a Chevalley group G over Q. 
Then, from (4), we have 
日μp(G）～日日（1-p-a，）～口（（a;) i 
since qミ2.(For a, bεR we write α～b when ab一1εQx). 
Case 2. Otherwise, G isisogenous to a Q-form of G. We known that 
PN n (p・'-1) :s; #(G(P)(Fp)) :s;pN n (p向＋1)3) 
which implies 
日（1-p一町民的（G):s;_[1(l+p一向）．
VIII. Tamagawa Numbers1> 
Let G be a connected algebraic group over Q with d =dim G. A 
differential form w of degree d on G which is regular and nowhere zero is 
called a gauge form on G. It can be shown出atthere is a left invariant gauge 
form w over Q, unique up to multiplication by Q x. For each x。εG,using 
local coordinates t1, ・ ・ ・,td around x0, we have 
(i) W=f dt1八・・・八dtd,f isregular around x0, 
(i) f (x.。）手0.
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Then，ψxo: xト→(t1(x), ・ ・, td(x)) induces a local homeomorphism 
uxo 応 ψx0(Ux0)cQ~. On Q~ choose the normalized Haar measure such that 
[O, l]d has measure 1 for p= oo and Z~ has measure 1 for pi= o. Pulli時 back
this measure on Uxa by <fJxo' we obtain a measure 
I dt1八・・・八dtdIv on Uxa・
For a gauge form w having properties (i), (i) above, using the power series 
expansion 
f(x）＝乞叫ん － t~）＂＇ ・・・ （td ーは）＂d,
avεQP, v=(v1, ・ ・ ,vd), we obtain a measure 
、 、 ． ， ， ，???? ? 、 、 Wux, = lflx) IP I dt1八・・・／＼dtd Iv. 
Applying functional determinant, we can verify that this local measure 
extends to a left invariant Haar measure wv on G(QP). Put 
μp= I WP・
• G(Zp) 
It can be shown that 
# ( G<vl(Fn) µn ＝一一~＝ん（G) for V’p. 
< p”． 
Assume, for the moment, that G is unipotent or semi-simple, or, more 
generally, that G(Q)={O}. Then, on G(A)0=G(R）×TI G(Zv), the product 
P* oo 
measure TI wP makes sense because TI μP converges absolutely. Since G(A )0 
is an open subgroup in G（イ），TI wP induces a Haar measure wA on G(A). 
Finally, let w' ＝αw,aεQ x, be another left invariant gauge form on G over 
Q. By the product formula of valuations, we have 
ω与＝（TII alp)wA=WA 
¥ p ノ
From now on, we write wA =dG（イ） and define the Tamagawa member: 
が）型L)¥GA) dG（イ）
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which is finite when G is unipotent or semi-simple, or, more generally, 
whenever G(Q) = {O}, i.e. G(A)1 = G(A). 
Example 1. G =Ga. Then, w = dt, t being the natural coordinate 
function and 
吋 pI dtIpニ 1 的

































? ?）??， ．、????? ??
Consider t1, t2, t3, as parameters around e, i.e. P0 = e.We can verify that 
W= dt1 /¥ dt2 /¥ dt3 
t 1
is a left invariant gauge form on G. Put, for al p手∞，
叩ベ（：；：）εG(Zp,,






























































Since hG=l, we can take 
F=F× fl G(Zp) 
pヲ企∞
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as a fundamental domain for SLz(Q)¥SL2(A), where Fis a fundamental 
domain for SLz(Z)¥SL2(R). Hence, 
A I woo 
τ（G)= 1 w"' ・ n (1 p-2）＝~ 
JF "' p~ ＇；，， ((2) . 
As in Section IV, let φbe a map G(R）→X = ~ defined by 
仲）ニx・i＝堅生
ι3! I C4 
Put 
K＝｛χεG(R）； χ i=i} 
¥I t‘ t今 k 内局 l=OI(R）＝ ~I ム L );tf+t~ ＝ l~ 
“ l¥-t2 ti} J 
On K, the unit circle, wK = dt1/2t2 is an invariant form and on X, Wx = 





If we put 
w -dt1 /¥ dt2 /¥ dt3 
G- f1 
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Since we can use F =a fundamental domain for { ± 1}＼ゅー 1(D),where D 
is the standard fundamental domain for G(Z)¥X (i.e.ゅ－1(D)=F+(-l)F), 
we get, with f = XF, 
I XF（川 ＝↓ I X<1>-'<D)(x)wG ＝~ I Wx I X<1>-'<D)(xk)wK 
.J G(R) ._ .J G(R) .＿‘｝X 山K
→L Wx"Xv JK WK→L Wx L WK 
ニ ＿！＿ ！＿ ・π＝ど＝（（2）・
2 3 6 
Therefore, we have τ（G)= 1.
Remark 1. The statement 
(W）・ τ（ G) = 1 when G is simply connected , 
is known as Weil's conjecture. (W) has been settled for almost al simply 
connected groups, including al classical groups and quasi-split groups. 
Remark 2. When G is a Chevall巴ygroup, as an application of his 
theory of Eisenstein series, Langlands proved that 
(2) ?????
??
? ???? ????????? ，
? ? ? ? ?
where F =the fundamental group of G and a; are integers appeared in 
Section VII. Combining (2) with the fact that hG= 1 and with a computation 
of the volume of G(Zp) for any prime p, we can prove that 
τ（G）＝がF.
Now, we shall define the Tamagawa number for any unimodular group. 
A connected algebraic group G is called unimodular if the left invariant 
gauge form is also right invariant. We have the following chains of 
containment 








／＼ reductive ／＼ 
?
??
? ??? ???。 、
?
Ga Gm SL2・
Let G=Hom(G, Gm) be the character module. Choose a finite galois 
extension K/Q such that G=G(K). Then, g=Gal(K/Q) acts on G. Since G is 
Z-free of finite rank, we may speak of the character XG of the corresponding 
integral representation of g. Let 
L<_s, XG）＝ 日LP(s,XG) 
p学∞


















converges absolutely because XG = Xr when G = NTS (Levi-Chevalley decom-
position) and 
Lp(l, XG)μp(G)=Lp(l, Xr)μp(T)μp(N)μp(S)=μp(S) 
for almost al p. (See Section VII, Th. 1.) 
Put 
ρG=lim (s-l)'QL(s, XG) > 0, 
where rQ=rank G(Q). Recall that G(A)1 = {xεG(A); ll(ix)ll = 1, ¥I CεG(Q)} 
and the map 
i/l(x)=(log l(1(x)l，・・・，logKQ(x)ll) 
induces the isomorphism 
G(A)i¥G(A）勾 R'Q'
where { (1, ・ ・ ,(,Q} is a basis of G(Q). As a measure on G(A ),we take 
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必（A）＝手 ω∞日 LP引，仰p
ドG p手由
It can be verified that dG(A) is independent of the choice of K/k and w. As a 
measure on G(A)1¥G(A) we copy the usual measure on R'Q which we denote 
by d(G(A)i¥G(A)). Since G(Q) is discrete in G(A), we define dG(Q) to be the 
canonical discrete measure. 
Finally we define the Tamagawa number τ（G) by 
τ（G)= I d(G(Q)¥G(A)1)< +co, 
• G(Q)¥G(A)i 
where the measure d(G(Q)¥G(A)1) is determined by the relation: 
dG(A) = d(G(A )i¥G(A))d(G(Q)¥G(A)1)dG(Q). 
In general, if G isa unimodular topological group and H is its closed 
unimodular subgroup, then by the equality dG=d(H¥G)dH we mean the 
relation: 
I f(g)dG= I d(H¥G) I f(hg)dH . 
.JG .JH¥G .JH 
Practically, we can use the following definition: 
I f（砂χ）d(G(Q)¥G(A))
τ（ G)= ~ G(Q)¥G(A) I' 
I f(t)dt 
釦 R'2
whereψ（x)=(log ll~1(x)ll ，・・・， log ll~rQ(x)l l ) ・ 




。＝Z, K=Q, ρa=lim(s-l)((s)=l, 
L(s, Xa) = (s) , 砂（x)=loglxl, xεA x . 
We also have ha= 1.Since 
F=R~ ×日 z;,
P*"" 
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can be taken as a fundamental domain for Q x¥A x and ψ（x)=logx0 when 
x=(x0，・・・，xP，・・）εF,we get 
I"＋。。 ，_ 
I f(log χ∞）二~ I' I I In L ~（· 1 ldxl 
τ（Gm)="v {" 出日｜ 一一一一｜一｜「o llJzxl-p-11χIp I f(t)dt p " p I I 
Example 2. Let T be an arbitrary torus defined over Q. In this case, 






h1(T) ＝げ1(Q,T), i1=#Ker( H1(Q, T）一一日H1(QP,T)). 
' p ノ
COROLLARY 1.τ（T) = h1(T) if T issplit by a cyclic extension K/Q. 
COROLLARY 2.τ（T) = 1 ifT is split by a戸nitegαlois extension K/Q 
such thαt Tis G(K/Q）”projective. 
Example 3. Let K=Q(.J而）， m being a square free integer手0,1,and 
T I Iχ my i内 l＝くz=I I；χ＇＂－ my2= 1，χ，yεQト
l ¥Y x J l 
Hence, T(Q) = { zεK×；N K/Q(z) = 1} with the identification: 
z=(: ~）ーz＝χ ＋ J,;y，日Q
One can also write T=O｛（乃 withf=x2-my2. We have T＝くOwhere 
~ ·GmD=x+.J玩y. Since T= T(K), Corollary 1 yields 
r(T)=h1(T）＝がH1(G(K/Q),T). 
Call σthe generator of G(K/Q). Then 
tσ（；で）＝χ－J,;y.
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Therefore, 
(¢ + ¢")(z) = ¢(z)¢"(z) = (x +.J百y)(x-J可y)=x2-my2=1,





Remark 3. It was Tamagawa’s discovery that 0 n+ (f) = 2 in the late 
fifties for any nミ3.(Siegel’s theorem on the quadratic form f) This 
stimulated the work of Weil (1961）や
Example 4. Consider the torus RK;Q(Gm) (cf. Section VI) where K/Q is 
a cyclic extension. The norm map defines the exact sequence: 
NK/O 
0－一→T一一→RK;Q(Gm）ーニ→Gm一一→0.





where g=G(K/Q). Then, we have the exact sequence: 
H1(Z[g］）一→H1(T）ー →H2(Z)--> H2(Z[g]) , 
0 




Remark 4.5> For any galois extension K/Q and the torus T= 
R~MGm)=Ker(NK;Q), we know that 
i1(T)=l骨 Has旬、normtheorem for K/Q 
Let G be a connected semi-simple algebraic group defined over Q and G 
be the universal covering group of G over Q. Call πthe covering map which 
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is defined over Q. Then the group M =Kerπ（the fundamental group of G) is
endowed with a G(Q/Q)-module structure. Denote by M the character 
module Hom(M, (Q）×） which is a G(Q/Q)-module, too. We have then 
空！－閉め 6)
τ（G) i1(M）’ 
where h0（厄）＝＃（Mg),g=G(Q/Q) and 
lゆ）＝＃（Ker(H1(Q, 1合）ー→日H1(Qpι）））
¥ ¥ p ノ／
(It is known that i1（厄）＝1 ifG is simple.) 
This formula determines the Tamagawa number of semi-simple groups 
modulo Weil's co吋ecture(W) (cf. Remark 1). 
Exam le 5. Let G=SLn and G=PLn=GLn/Gm=SLn川f'nwhere wn is 
the group of n-th roots of 1. We have M =Wm M = Hom(Wn, (Q）×）＝ 
Hom(Wn, Wn）＝くx),x<O = (,( being a primitive n-th root of 1. Since M9 = 
肱， g=G(Q/Q),we have h0(M)=#(Af9）＝阿見）＝再（M)= n. Therefore 
τ（PLn) 
石工Jn 
Usually, one first proves thatτ（PL,,)= n. 7> Then the formula implies 
τ（SLn) = 1.
Example 6 (n~3) . G=0,7(f)，δ＝Spin,,(/). Since M = Z/2Z, ob-
viously M9=1¥主 Since r( 0 ,7) = 2 by Siegel”Tamagawa, we have 
τ（Spinn(/))= 1. 
Remark 5. We don’t know yet how to use directly the “simply 
connectedness”of G to prove that τ（G)= 1.
Remark 6. It is desirable to extend the notion of the Tamagawa 
number to a more general category of algebraic varieties over Q. Then 
G(Q/Q)-module structure of the fundamental group and its dual of the 
variety should be studied. 
IX. Class Number of Tori1> 
Let T be a torus defined over Q. By the class number formula for T we 
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mean the equality: 
）???（ ι一利PrWrjfi;.2 ー －
, Rr 
Here hr is the class number of T, hr=[T(A): T(Q)T(A)00］，τ（T) is the 
Tamagawa number of T (cf. Section VIII, Th. 1) and Wr=# W= 
# (T(Z）ハT(A)K)(cf. Section VI, diagram). Furthermore, 
ρr=I竺（s-l)'2L(s, Xr) where r2=rank T(Q), 
Xr =the character of the integral representation of G(K/Q) on T, K being a 
galois splitting field for T over Q. It remains to define Ry and Dy. 
Let r 0 =rank T(R). Choose bases ~；＇ s of modules T(Q), T(R) such that 
負Q）＝（ ~1' . ., ~，Q)c 穴R）＝ く~1 ，・・・，~＇Q' ~＇Q + 1 ，・・・，~，00)
The map i/l0 : T(R）→R'00 given by 
や00(x)=(log I ~i(x) lo’・，log！と，jx)10) 
induces isomorphisms 
T(R)/KぉR'00, T(R)if K完－；：，R'00 'Q (cf. Section VI). 
By the unit theorem (Section VI, Th. 1), we have 
T(Z)=E×W, Eぉ zroo-rQ • 
Let E＝くej;r2+ 1三j三r0).Since T(Z)cT(R)1, we have 
rQ 
F一ー」ー「
砂田（e)= (0, ・ -,0, log I ~＇Q + 1(ej)10，・・，logI ~，je) lo) 
for each}, r2+ I-:;,}-:;, r 0・Wecan now define the regulator Ry 
Ry= I det(log Iι（e)l",)I. 
Let w be a gauge form on T defined over Q and wP be the measure on 
T(Qp) induced by w. For p= o, put 
M00={xεπR); 0 引 log~；（x)100<1, I -:;,i-:;,r 0} 
and 
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ぺ∞ω∞叫ぽplLP(l, Xr川
Finally, define Dr by Dr= l/c}. 
We shall now examine those ingredients of the class number formula in 
case where T=Rk/Q(Gm), k being any finite algebraic extension of Q. First, 
recall that T(Q)=k, T(Z)=o{, r00=r1+r2, rQ=I. Since Wis the torsion 
group of k x, wr =wk= the number of roots of I in k. Write 
T(Z)=o{ =E×W, 
E＝くej;2~） ：三 ri +r2 ） ~Z'' +riー 1
Recall also that 
f＝＜η1,・ ,17,,,Y/,,+1，仁王－，η日 z，石二〉
where '1i(P(x)) = x(i>, P(x) is the regular representation of xεk and x<i> is the i-
th conjugate of x. We have then 
T(Q）＝くη1+ .. ＋η， ＋（η， +1 ＋ηr, + 1)＋・－－＋（ηr,+ri ＋η円＋，，））
cT(R）＝くη1• .，ηr，ηr1+l ＋ηr, +1• ・ ・ ＇，ηr, +ri十ηr,+r2) ・ 
Or, we can write, with 
~1 ＝ η1 ＋・・・＋ ηr,＋（ηr,+I ＋ηr1+1）＋（ηr, +ri ＋ηr1+r), 
f(Q）＝（~1)cf(R）＝く¢1, ¢1, . ., ¢, ＋円
and 
Rr=ldet(logl¢i(e)loo)I, 
2~三 i,j ~ r1 + r2. Therefore, we have Rr = Rk, the regulator of the field k. 
Consider the following natural identification: 
T(A) = Jk =the idele group of k , 
T(A)00 = T(R）×日 T(Zp)
p*oo 
二日kvx×日日。；
=TI kvx×TI 0 PX ctg J k,00 ' 
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T(A)/T(Q)T(A)00 =Jk/e Jk,co ＝ι／Pk=Hk> the ideal class group of k. 
This shows that hr= hk. 
Let K/Q be a galois extension such that kコk.Put g=G(K/Q）コ均＝




Hence, Xr = x6 where Xo denotes the trivial character of l). Then we have 
L(s, fr; K/Q) = L(s，χ6; K/Q) = L(s, x0; K/k) 
＝ら（s), the zeta司functionof k . 
Therefore we have: 
ρr=lim (s-l)L(s, Xr)=lim (s-1）ら（s)=Pk, 
the residue of (k(s) at s= 1. 
Finally, as for Dr, let w=dx/x be a gauge form on Gm viewed as an 




={xεk vx;1 :SIX Iv< e} . 
When v isreal, then Ix Iv= Ix I and 
Lv許イき＝2.
When vis complex, then lxl =lxl2, (dx)v=idx点 andLJ~e＝円7竿~＝rπイ竿＝2π
When v=p, finite prime, then 
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I.x~ルj。件州山
where九isthe different of kP. Hence we have 
Cr=2''(2πY2 I LlkI 112 , Llk =discriminant of k . 
Then we have 
D I LlkI － T E否可ヂ－
It is well-known that 
ρ2吋2πY2hkRk
k一 ILlkl1;2wk . 
Comparing this with the class number formula (1) of an arbitrary torus 
T, we get 
THEOREM 1. For any algebraic number field k, 
τ（Rk;Q(Gm)) = 1 . 
We conclude this section with a formula on class numbers of isogenous 
tori. Let T, T' be tori over Q and 
,l.: T一一→T
by an isogeny over Q. Then A induces the following homomorphisms: 




In general, when α：G→G’is a homomorphism of abelian groups such that 




THEOREM 2. Let A: T→T' be an isogeny of tori, defined over Q. Then 




Remark 1.3) As for q（λ（ZP)), it can be shown that q(.A.(Zp)) = 1 when p 
is unramified for k/Q and (p, v(.A.) = 1 where v(.A.) ＝が（Ked)= # (Cok i) and 
k/Q is a common galois splitting field for T, T'. Because of this remark, the 
product in Theorem 2 isfinite. 
Remark 2. Theorem 2 isone of main theorems in Dissertation of Jih-
Min Shyr (1974, The Johns Hopkins University).4l 
X. Gauss' Genus Theory Revisited 
Let k be any algebraic number field of finite degree over Q and K/k be a 
finite galois extension. We have the exact sequence over k: 






where T0=RK1k(Gm), T~＇＝ Gm and N=NK/k=the norm map. With this 
sequence, we associate the isogeny over k: 
T。＿＿！！＿→九
九＼ IA~ 
T~ × Tb' 
wheren:x日 x",，｛。（x)= (x"(Nx)-1, Nx) and .ib(x', x") =xγ. Applying the 
functor Rk/Q• we obtain the isogeny over Q: 
.A: T一一→T ×T"
where 
.i=Rk1Q(.A.。）， T= Rk!Q(To) = RK!Q(Gm), T' = Rk1Q(Tb), T" = Rk/Q(Gm). 
Since 
hr’×T"=hy’×hr”， r(T’×T")=r(T'）τ（T") , 
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Theorem 2 of Section IX yields 
む 1 q(),(R)) 
E(K/k)= ＝一一＝一一 日q（刈Zv))
hkhT， τ（T') q(A.(Z))q(X(Q)) v内
where we used that hr= hK, hr”＝hk and τ（T）＝τ（T")= 1 (cf. Section IX, 
Th. 1). 
Here, q(i(Q)) is the easiest one to handle. 
、 ? ． ， ，???， ，? q(i(Q)) = q(i0(k)) = 1 
Taking the dual of the exact sequence 
0ー →T；ー ニ→九ー とT；一一0,
RK/k(Gm) Gm 
we get 
0←ーた←よ－ t。」－ f~＇←ー O
I 1 I 
Z[g]/ Zs Z[g] Z 
where g=Gal(K/k), s= Iσ，N(z)=zs and f(y)=ymodZs. The dual i0 of 








S(y)= I Zσif Y= I Zσσ． 
σEgσEg 
Note that n(y)=ny （え＝n)and X0X~ ＝ n. Taking g-invariant parts of the last 
diagram we have 








On the other hand, 
A.b(k)(zs)=(zsmodZs, S(zs))=(O, nz)=nz 
and hence 
n = # Cok Xb(k) # Cok X.。（k)=n#CokX。（k)'
or #CokX.。（k)=1, which proves our assertion (1). 
From now on we assume that k contains a primitive n-th root of 1. 
(2) q(A.(R))= f1 q(Ao(kv))=n(l-n)r2. 
vlro 
Let v be an infinite place of k. 
Case 1. kv=C. We claim that q(A.。（ku))=n1".Since 
To(kv) = RK;k( Gm)(kv) =TI K; = C××・・・×ex'
Vlt，日
Tb'(kv)=kvx =C×， 
Nx=x1・・Xn if X=(X1, ・・・，x，.）ε（C×）＂' 
Tb(kv)= {xε（Cx)": X1 ... x,.= 1}' 
the isogeny A.0(kv) is just the map: 
Ao(kv） ：ー（（~τ ，J寸1 ・ xn). 
If x belongs to Ker A。（ku),then x1・・ x,.=1 and x~ ＝ ・・・＝ x~ = 1.Then, it 
follows that# Ker A.0(kJ = n" 1. On the other hand, take any (u, v）εTb(kv）× 
T()(kJ with u1・・ U11=1,U=(U1，・・・，u,.).Find xi such that x~ = u1 v，・・・，
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x~ = unv. Then, x~ ・ ・ ・ x~ = u1 ・unv"=v"and x1 ・ ・ ・ xn=wv with w"= 1. Put 
x:=xnw 1. Then, x1・・ xn_1x:=v.Now put 
X=(X1, ・ ・，x,,_1,x：） ε 九（kV)•
Then we have 
A。（kv)(x)=((x~ ， ・ ・., x~ ＿ 1, x~）／（（x1 ・・・ X11 1x:), X1・・ Xnー ix:)
=((u1v，・・・， Un1v, unv)/v, v)=(u, v) 
which shows that # Cok A。（kv)= 1. Hence we have q(Jc。（kJ)=n1 ". 





Tb（九）＝{x=(X1, Xz); X1X2 = l}' 
the isogeny A。（kv)is just the map: 
0 v：戸川一（（三三）叫＝（（計）， X1X2) ・ 
It is easy to see that Ker Jc。（kJ={(l,l),( 1, l)}andso#Ked。（kJ=2.
On the other hand, we have an isomorphism 
Tb(kJ × Tb'(kv） ~R X ×Rx 
by the correspondence 
((u1, u2), v）←→（u1, v) where u1u2 =I 
and one sees easily that lm(Jc。（kv）符｛（u1,v); u1v>O}, which proves that 
#CokJc。（kv)=2.Hence q(Jc。（kv))= 1.
Case 3. kv=R, Kv=C for any Vj v. Again our assumption implies 
that n = 2. Since 
To（九）=(RK/k( Gm）（九）＝f]K;=cx,
Viv 
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Tf:(kJ=R x , 
Nx=xx and 
Tb(kJ= {xEC×； Nx=x元＝l｝ぎc<tl,
the isogeny A。（kv)is just the map: 
A。（九）: x ←→（x2/Nx, Nx)=(x／えxx).
In this case, one verifies again that #Ker A.。（kJ=#CokA。（kJ= 2.Hence 
q(A.。（kv))= 1.
Summarizing 3 cases, we have 
q(A.(R) =fl q（λ。（九） = n<l -n)r2 
where r2 denotes the number of complex places of k. 
(3) q(A.(Zp)) =fl q（λ。（op))=fl ep(K/k)(Np)<n tJv,Cnl. 
Let ~ be a prime factor of p in K. We use the standard notation e ＝九＝
ep(K/k), f=J;,＝ん（K/k),g=gP=gP(K/k). We have n=efg. Since T。（op)=
flo;, Tf/(oP)=oPx and N(x)=NP(x1)・・・NP(x9) when x= 
事IP
(x1, ・ ・ ",x9）εT0(oP),1l the isogeny A。（oP) is the map: 
A。（op):r－→ r<1）×o; 
where I'= fl oふr<l)={xεI';Nx= l}, given by 
'Il!> 
A。（op)(x)=(x"(Nx)-1,Nx). 
First we claim that #Ker A.。（op)=(ef)n9ー1=g-1n9 So suppose 
(x"(Nx) 1, Nx)=(l, 1). Then, Nx= 1 and x" =(x~ ， • ・., x;)= 1,
X~ ＝ ・・・ ＝ x;= 1, or X;=(a'. Now, we have 
l=Nx＝日（N（）向＝自r～グ子
戸当efI a；三O(mod. n）ー＝ Ia；三O(mod. g) 
This implies that 
that 
i.e. 
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Ker A.0(ov)={x=((°', , (•u）；ト0（川）
Since a9 is uniquely determined mod. g by 
ag三－ I a; (mod. g) , 
;; 1 
there are g一1n = e f choices of a9 mod. n and we get 
#Ker A.0(ov) = g 1n9. 
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Before computing Cok A。（ov)we state a simple lem・ma which will also be 
needed later on. 
LEMMA 1. Let φ：A→A’beαhomomorphism of abelian groups and中
be the restriction ofやonαsubgroupB of A. 
A やこA’
二／イ
Assuming al indices are戸nite,we get 
[A: B]=[Imゆ：Im1/t][Kerゆ：Ker判．
We apply the lemma to the following situation: 
戸1）×ovx－土→戸1>0;
u u φ（x,y)=xy 
Im A.0( ov) __!_.I'" 
Obviously，ゆ isonto. The same is true for If;, because for any x we have 
ψ（u, v)=uv=x" with u=x"(Nx) 1, v=Nx. Now, 
Kerゆヨ（x,y）ー~x=y-1 ε r<l) ハ ovx





This time, however, u=xn(Nx)-1, v=Nx for some xεr. From U=V-l it 
follows that xn(Nx）一1=(Nx）ー1,i.e. xn=l or x~ ＝ ・・・ ＝ x;= 1. Since k 
contains al n-th roots of 1, al x; belong to k and so Nx=xrf・ • xt=v. 
Therefore v9 = x~ ・ ・ ・ x;= 1.Conversely, v9 = 1 ＝争♂＝1 ＝宇V＝び forsome 
N中 nlgN=eflN＝戸 （efh.So, if we put x＝（ゲ， l，・・， 1),then Nx= 
((h)'f = v and u = v-1 = xn(Nx) 1, which shows that (u, v）εKer ljJ. Thus, we 
have seen that #Kerl/J=g. By Lemma 1, we have 




g [I':r<llopx] . 











p g [NI'：（。；）＂］. 
1 [I': rn] 
q(A.o(op))=:g-・ 
n [NI':(o;tJ ・ 
Note that NI'=NPo~ where事isany prime factor of pin Kand NP on the 
right means出enorm for K.l/kp. From local class field theory, we have 
#H0(o~ ） ＝［o ;: N o~ ］＝ eP ,2l 
and so 
Since 
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[o~ :(o~ ）＂］ 9P 
q(A。（o＂））＝云モ－，－・甲車
p n p 1 [opx :(opx）つ
[o; :(o;)"J=n(Np）句（n), [o; :(o;)"]=n(N事r弔（n)= n( Np Ypf p Vp(n) ' 
we see that 
q(A。（o"))=ep(Np)<"l)vp(n) 
and that 
q（λ（Zp))= fl e". fl(Np)<" 1）町（11).
Multiplying this for al p（手o),we get 
(4) 旦仰p叶9ep) n"o(n-1) 
From now on we assume that g = Gal(K/k) is cyclic of degree n. 
(5) q(A(Z)) =n'X-'k-1・2P・＃H1(0D.3> 
The isogeny A。inducesthe map 
A。（ok):T,仇）一→Tb(ok）×Tb'(ok)
I 
o; o~ ＞ x Ok 
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where o~＞＝ {xE o{; Nx= 1}. Since (Ek, one sees easily that# Ked。（ok)=n.
To determine# Cok A。（ok),apply Lemma 1 to the situation: 
o~＞× ot ＿＿＿±＿→ o~l.o{ 
u uφ（x, y) =XY 
Im A。（od~→（o;)".
We get 
# Cok A.。（ok)=[Imφ：Im t/J][Ker ゆ： Kert/J]=[o~l.okx: (o{)"]・n, 
because one verifies immediately that Ker ゆ勾 o~＞門 o: ＝くOand Ker t/l= 1.
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We have therefore 
[o.K :(o.K)"] が Cokλ。（ok) = nr~ 之内 (1 ）二 × l . 
LVK ・VK Vk J 
Applying again Lemma 1 to the situation: 
v N v 
Oj( －→ oι 
u u 
o~ ） ·ot －→（ot)" 
we get [o .K : o~ ）ot] =[No .K: (ot)"][o~ ）： o~ ）］ =[No .K: (on"l and so 
[o.K:(o.K）つ
q（刈Z))= " " 
[No.K :(okTJ ・ 
In general, for a g ＝くσ）－moduleA, the Herbrand quotient is defined by 
#H0(A) #H0(A) 
Q(A）＝一一一「一二一一γ一押打、A) 押H1(A) 
It is known in class field theory that 
[okx :No.KJ 2P4) 
Q(oK) ＝ κ~ = 
[o~）：（oK)1 ー σ］
where p isthe number of real places in k which ramify for K/k. [i.e. 2ρ＝ 
fl ev(K/k)]. As for the group of units, wr巾
vJo 
o; =wk×Z'", rk=r1+r2 I, 
o.K=WK×Z'K' rK=R1十R2-l. 
Since one verifies easily that [WK: W1J =[Wk: W~］， we have 
[o.K :(o.KtJ ~＇K 一町
[ot :(on"J 
Since 
[okx :(o{)"] [o; :(okx）つ 1
[ N 0K : ( 0 kx )"]= = ・一一一一一
A [okx:No.KJ Q(oK) #H1(o.K）’ 
we get finally 
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q(A.(Z)) =n•r•k-1 ・ 2P·#H1(o;)
Before combining (1）γ・ , (5), note the following relations, 
nn0=R1 +2R2 
n。＝r1+2r2
(6) ri ＝σ＋ρ， σbeing the number of real places 
of k unramified for K/k, 
R1 =nσ 
R2 = (n/2)p + nr2 . 
Note thatρ＝0 if nと3because Cεk. Note also that our assumption K/k 
yields r(T')=n (Section VIII, Th. 1,Cor. 1).5> 
We are now ready to determine 
(7) 
q(_A_(R) E(K/k)=it;:＝~仰附Q））具似（Zp)) . 
By (1），・・・， (7), we get 
(8) 
~np/2 TI eP(K/k) 
E(K/k）＝ι－ • ＿＿！＇＿＿寸一ー2ρ ＃H 1(0;) 
If n = 2, we have (n＂ρ12)/2ρ＝ 1. If n~3, since ρ＝ 0 in this case, we have 
(n"Pi2)/2P = 1 again. Hence, we get 
日ep(K/k)
(9) E(K/k）＝ヱ一一一一， K/k=cyclic kummer. # H 1(o ~） 
If, in particular, n = l a prime number, we have 
(10) 口ep(K/k)=l柑 ／k)'
where t(K/k) means the number of prime ideals of k ramified for K/k. We 
also have 
、 ?． ． ． ?， ，，?
???， 、 、 H1(0 ~） = (Z/tzy<K!k) 6) 
for some integer e(K/k）三0.Hence, in this case, 
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(12) E(K/k) = r<Kfk) e(K/k). 
Suppose now that k=Q and 1=2. As hQ= I and T= Oi（んよf0K=N(x+yw)
(see Sections I, I, II), we have hr=hk. and so 
(13) E(K/Q)=hK/hk_=2t(K/Q) e(K/Q). 
Let σbe the generator of galois group G(K/Q). Then 
H1(o｛）符 H-1(0~ ）＝ o~ ＞／（o{)1 一σ ．





? ???????? ? ? L1K<O or L1K>O，ヨεεo;, Nε＝－1 
L1K>0, Ne=l VeEo;. 
and so 
(14) ht/hk_=2t(K/Q) I' 
which is the Theorem of Gauss (Section I, Th. 6). 
Remark 1. Let K=Q(e2吋P),p =a prime :'.>: 3, and let k be the maximal 
real subfield of K: k=Q(( ＋仁1),( =e2州v.Applying (12) to this quadratic 
extension, we can prove that 
E(K/k)= I .7>
Remark 2. The number E(K/k) makes sense for any finite extension 
K/k. 
Added in Proof. Recently, we obtained for any galois extension K/k 
the following formula which generalizes (8): 
#Ker(H0(g, K x）→H0(g, K;)) fl #H0(gv, o~ ） 
E(K/k)= 
where k’／k isthe maximal abelian subextension of K/k, K; is the idele 
group of K, Ov = o'l or R or C for VI vand 9v is the galois group of Kv/kv. 
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Notes 
I. 
1) Prequisites on quadratic forms and quadratic fields are found in [5] and [7]. Some classics 
are: [17], [18], [32] and [35]. 
2) Nα＝α’， the norm of exEK. 
3) />0 means that the quadratic form/is positive definite. Note that for /in Q(Llx) one has 
(a,b,c)=I. 
4) cf. [14] Sec. V, art. 234--art. 249. 
5) cf. [13] Supplement XI, Uber die Theorie der ganzen algebraischen Zahlen. 
6) See, e.g. [21] p. 79, Theorem 27. 
I. 
1) s閃， e.g.[5] p. 70, Theorem 2. 
2) cf. [14] Sec. V, art. 230-art. 233. 
3) See [5] Chapter I, [7] Chapter 3 and [30] Chapter II for proofs of properties of Hilbert 
symbols. 
4) See [7] Chapter 8. 
5) I used Tables in [6]. I want to take this opportunity to mention a perhaps novel invariant 
Px of an imaginary quadratic field K = Q(.j m ).Notation being as in Section I, put I= Nw 




? ?）????（?? ?）???? m三 2,3 (mod 4), 
m三1(mod 4) 
For a natural number v, denote by deg v the number of its prime factors counted with 
multiplicity. Now put 
Px= max deg(Px(x)). 
O;ix壬I 2 
This invariant of K is closely connected with the structure of Hx. For example, w巴have
PK=l＝一九＝1 ([29]), 
PK=2=hK=2 (R. Sasaki, cf. [34]) 
But, Px = 3 < hK = 4 ifm = -21. Sasaki also proved that PK壬hKalways (cf. [34]). I have a 
conjectural inequality 
（＊） hK~2PK, 
H. Wada informed me, using computer, that （りistrue for m豆8173.See, e.g. [16] more 
about recent progresses on class numbers of imaginary quadratic fields. 
II. 
1) Prerequisites on algebraic groups are found in [2], [19]. Some classics are: [9], [IO], [1], [12]. 
2) An algebraically closed field Q that has an in白nitetranscendence degree over the prime 
自eldis called a universal domain. 
3) We followed the proof in [7] pp 113-114. 
4) The definition of G(A) for any linear algebraic group G was given by [23], but its intrinsic 
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character, i.e. the invariance under algebraic isomorphisms over Q was proved by [37], 1.2. 
Weil’s lectures [37] have played an important role in the development of the arithmetic of 
algebraic groups and Tamagawa numbers. cf. [28] for a survey of the history of the 
arithmetic theory of algebraic groups. 
5) cf. [!]. 
IV. 
I) A means the adele ring of Q. 
2) Ax =the idele group of Q, A~ =R X ×日 z".
po企Cえ
v. 
I) cf. [l], [3]. 
2) cf. [!], [15]. 
3) At this moment, wα（resp. w ,.)simply means any Haar measure of the unimodular group 
G(R)1 (resp. G(A)1). 
VI. 
1) cf. [3] 
2) cf. [4] Proposition 5.1. 
3) cf. [24] Theorem 4 
4) cf. [37], 1.3. Because of its importance, we reproduc巴herethe definition of the functor: Let 
K/k be a finite separable extension of degree d. Let V, W be varieties de白nedover K, k, 
respectively. Let p: W→V a map defined over K. Let L: = ｛ σ1•. ， σd} be the set of al 
distinct isomorphisms of K into k.We can then define p": W→F‘and also (pへ."pσd). 
W→Vσ1×・× Vσd,this being the mapping w←→（p"(w）σ.，. If the latter map gives an 
isomorphism, we cal W (actually the pair {W,p}) the variety obtained form V by the 
r凶 trictionof the field of de自nitionfrom K to k and write { W, p} = RK1,( V), or by abuse of 
language, W = RK1,( V) 
VII. 
I) cf. [25] (1.2.6) 
2) cf. [I I] 
3) cf. [33]. 
VIIJ. 
l) cf. [37], Chapter I and Appendix by Ono. See also [22]. 
2) See the end of Section IV 
3) cf. [26]. 
4) cf. [37]. 
5) cf. [26], Theorem 6.1. l. 
6) cf. [27]. 
7) cf. [37], Chapter Il. 
IX. 
1) Although the notation of the Tamagawa number τ（ G) is intrinsic, i.e. independent of the 
matrix embedding G c GL,,, things like G(Z"), p'# w, G(Z), G(A）侠， hG,etc. depend on how 
we realize G as a matrix group. Fortunately, however, as far as tori are concerned, it is 
customary to adopt the following intrinsic definition. (cf. [25], 2.1) Namely, for a torus T 
over Q, we define T(Z") as the unique maximal compact subgroup of T(QP）：・
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T(Z＂）乞＇｛xET(Qp); I ~（x) I"= I, V ~ E穴Qp))
[Whenp=oo, this is the group KcT(R) in Section VI.] 




in Sections IX and X, we shall follow this shift of definition for tori. 
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2) The formula (!) is implicit in [25], explicit in [31] and is obtained by following Tate’s 
computations of various measures in idele groups (cf. [36]). 
3) cf. [25], Theorem 2.3.1. 
4) cf. [31], Theorem 3.1.1. 
x. 
1) N.(a) means the K~／k.-norm of rt.E K甲・
2) [20], p. 188, Lemma 4. 
3) rK, r., p will be explained soon. 
4) [20], p.192, Corollary 2. 
5) Actually, Section VIII, Th. 1, Cor. 1 isnot enough unless k=Q. For a general k，τ（T')= 
τk(Tb)=n follows from [26], p. 69, Cor. 
6) See e.g. [8], p. 105, Corollary I and Corollary 2. 
7) [31], p. 53. 
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